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PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPT

	

Articles should conform to the style of a current issue of this
journal or to the recommendations of the Council of Biology Editors Style Manual (4th edition, 1978,
American Institute of Biological Sciences, 1401 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va . 22209) . Note that each
reference should contain the title of the pertinent citation . Please supply a brief title for a running
head, not exceeding 57 characters and spaces, with no abbreviations . Only original typescript is
acceptable for the printer ; in addition, submit a fully legible carbon, mimeographed, or Xerox copy .
Double space entire manuscript, including references, legends, footnotes, and tables .

PREPARATION OF ILLUSTRATIONS

	

Label all illustrations (photographs, micrographs, charts,
or drawings) sequentially with arabic numerals ; designate them as figures . Number tables with roman
numerals . In the margin of the manuscript, indicate approximately where each figure or table should
appear .
PAGE SIZE The text block on each Journal page is 5 X 7Y4 inches . Plan illustrations, including

their legends, to fit within these dimensions after reduction . Avoid figures that exceed 5 inches in
width unless they can fill the entire page, including margins . The maximum area for such full-page
figures, including their legends, is 5VZ X 8 .
LINE DRAWINGS

	

Provide original ink drawing (preferably 8~~ X 11 inches maximum) . These give
the sharpest reproductions . The lettering should be sans serif, and of consistent size, and so planned
that the size of the lettering is in scale with the size and complexity of the figures . Lettering and
labeling should be large enough to permit reduction to a minimum size . Capital letters and numbers
should be 1'fz to IY4 mm high after reduction .
MICROGRAPHS Micrographs should be planned so that they can be reproduced same size (not

reduced) . Figure numbers and lettering should be 2~~ to 3 mm high in sans serif style . If authors are
unable to provide figures labeled satisfactorily, the Press will label them; in this case, the author must
provide an overlay or diagram to show exactly where such labeling should appear .

In general, limit the field of a micrograph to the regions and structures discussed in the report ;
eliminate irrelevant structures or expanses . Cropping unnecessary areas from micrographs saves space
and expense . If a micrograph must be specifically oriented, mark "top" on the back of the print.
Micrographs that are grouped should be of uniform size and shape, with the edges of the prints

touching . The engraver will tool thin white lines between figures . Plan the over-all size of the grouping
so the legend will fit below the composite ; if the grouping occupies a full page, the legend will appear
at the foot of the facing page . The Journals Office prefers that multiple photographs be submitted
unmounted with a diagram showing the desired layout .


